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Question: 57

What is a common management problem in modern networks?
A. Many technologies and solutions requires their own management interfaces, resulting too much complexity.
B. Management tool donot provide proper encryption and authentication options.
C. Many vendors do not provide management tools for their devices, preventing configuration automation.
D. Administrator spends so much time planning for the future that they cannot react to current problem.

Answer: A

Explanation:
Question: 58

A company wants to upgrade its wireless network at one of its branch offices. They have 5 APs but want to increase capacity by
deploying 10 APs with a wireless controller. Which controller should you recommend for this customer?
A. HP MSM720 Access Controller
B. HP MSM760 Access Controller
C. HP MSM765 zl Premium Controller
D. HP 10500/7500 Unified Wired-WLAN Module

Answer: B

Explanation:
Question: 59

A company needs to connect four geographically separate data centers with Layer 2 connectivity between them. Which HP FlexFabric
technology can help the company meet these requirements?
A. HP Virtual Connect FlexFabnc
B. HP Multitenant Device Context (MDC)
C. HP Ethernet Virtual Interconnect (EVI)
D. HP Dynamic Virtual Private Network (DVPN)

Answer: C

applicable answer.
Question: 60

Why is HP providing an SDN AppStore?
A. To market and sell only the SDN applications that HP jointly develops with other vendors
B. To provide a private forum for SDN developers so that HP can provide the support they need to create SDN applications
C. To make it easier for customers to identify and purchase all the HP products that support OpenFlow.
D. To build an SDN ecosystem, allowing any developer to market and sell an SDN application

Answer: D

sensual answer.
Question: 61

A customer wants to improve WAN connection speeds by deploying Riverbed WAN Optimization Virtual Steelhead in an infrastructure
device at the branch office.
Which HP devices should you recommend for the branch office? (Select two.)
A. HP MSR3000 Series Router
B. HP 3800 Switch Series
C. HP 5400 zl Switch Series



D. HP HSR6800 Series Router
E. HP 10500 Switch Series

Answer: CD

actual answer.
Question: 62

What is a common management problem in modern networks?
A. Network administrators do not have enough management tools that are specialized for vendors and technologies, forcing them
to use non-standard solutions.
B. When an application needs to be scaled out, server administrators often lag behind network administrations due to the
greater complexity of software.
C. Network administrators need automation and standard templates to eliminate the delays and errors of CLI-based
configuration.
D. As networks have expanded to include mote types of devices, network administrators have had to work with more Layer 3
networking protocols.

Answer: C

valid answer.
Question: 63

A company wants to implement a wireless network at a new branch office. Which controllers are recommended options for a
FlexBranch implementation? (Select two.)
A. HP MSM720 Access Controller
B. HP MSM760 Access Controller
C. HP 830 Unified Wired-WLAN Switch
D. HP 7500 Wireless Controller Module
E. HP 10500 Wireless Controller Module

Answer: BD

authenticated.
Question: 64

HP Endpoint Admission Defense (EAD) provides a component for which two types of solutions? (Select two.)
A. Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
B. Network access
C. Virtualization
D. Multisite management C cloud

Answer: AB

fine answer.
Question: 65

How do open standards provide value to network customers?
A. Open standards allow organizations to flatten the network architecture and move from a three-tier network to two-tier or
even one-tier network.
B. Open standards increase interoperability, helping organizations migrate from a legacy network to a more flexible network
architecture.
C. Open standards establish requirements for implementing converged networks, helping organizations implement cloud
solutions.



D. Open standards automate network management, reducing overall management costs.

Answer: D

sufficient answer.
Question: 66

Which challenges are driving IT initiatives in the branch office? (Select two.)
A. Slow wireless networks
B. Bring Your Own Devices (BYOD)
C. Slow, unstable access to resources in the corporate office
D. Increased north-south traffic between clients and servers
E. Silos of compute, server, and storage in the data center

Answer: BE

Explanation:
Question: 67

A company wants a wireless controller that can scale to support a thousand APs. Which solution would you recommend?
A. HP MSM760 Controller
B. HP 830 Unified Wired-WLAN Switch
C. HP 8200 ZI Switch Series with MSM765 ZI Controller Module
D. HP 10500 Switch with Unified Wired-WLAN Module

Answer: A

References:
Question: 68

A customer has multiple branches that frequently communicate with each other and the main office. The customer is currently using IP
security (IPsec) Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) but is looking for a solution that provides secure, low-latency communications while
reducing WAN connectivity costs and configuration complexity.
Which solution should you discuss with the customer?
A. Meshed stacking and HP 3800 Switch Series
B. Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) and HP routers
C. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) VPNs and HP Virtual Connect
D. Dynamic Virtual Private Networks (DVPNs) and HP IMC Branch Intelligent Management System

Answer: D

fit answer.
Question: 69

Which benefits does the HP Branch Intelligent Management Systems (BIMS) provide? (Select two.)
A. Allows companies to deploy APs at a remote location and apply preconfigured settings.
B. Allows companies to deploy routers at a remote location and apply preconfigured settings.
C. Provides a Network Access Control (NAC) solution for a branch office.
D. Provides a firewall and perimeter security features for branch offices.
E. Allows remote management of WAN equipment at a branch office.

Answer: CE
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